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Antialiasing with Line Samples
Thouis R. Jones, Ronald N. Perry
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Abstract. Antialiasing is a necessary component of any high quality renderer.
An antialiased image is produced by convolving the scene with an antialiasing
filter and sampling the result, or equivalently by solving the antialiasing integral
at each pixel. Though methods for analytically computing this integral exist, they
require the continuous two-dimensional result of visible-surface computations.
Because these computations are expensive, most renderers use supersampling, a
discontinuous approximation to the integral. We present a new algorithm, line
sampling, combining a continuous approximation to the integral with a simple
visible-surface algorithm. Line sampling provides high quality antialiasing at
significantly lower cost than analytic methods while avoiding the visual artifacts
caused by supersampling’s discontinuous nature.
A line sample is a line segment in the image plane, centered at a pixel and spanning the footprint of the antialiasing filter. The segment is intersected with scene
polygons, visible subsegments are determined, and the antialiasing integral is
computed with those subsegments and a one-dimensional reparameterization of
the integral.
On simple scenes where edge directions can be precomputed, one correctly oriented line sample per pixel suffices for antialiasing. Complex scenes can be antialiased by combining multiple line samples weighted according to the orientation of the edges they intersect.

1 Introduction
Aliasing, the masquerading of a signal’s high frequencies as low frequencies when the
signal is sampled at too low a rate, has plagued computer graphics since its inception.
Images (two-dimensional signals) generated from scenes comprised of polygons are
particularly prone to aliasing since polygon edges contain infinitely high frequencies
which alias as the well-known “jaggies.”
The sampling theorem states that a signal can be correctly reconstructed from a regular sampling only if the signal’s maximum frequency component is below the Nyquist
limit, defined as half the sampling rate. Frequencies above the Nyquist limit appear as
low-frequency aliases in the reconstructed signal. The naı̈ve method to reduce aliasing
is to represent the signal with more samples (e.g., by adding more pixels to the display),
but this is usually unacceptable. The preferred method is to bandlimit the signal or image prior to sampling by convolving it with a filter that attenuates the high frequencies.
Convolving an image with a bandlimiting filter and then sampling at location
can be expressed as the integral
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where is the resulting sampled image, made up of pixels at the sample points
. We
refer to as the antialiasing filter2 and the equation above as the antialiasing integral.
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known as the prefilter or presampling filter.
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The perfect bandlimiting filter,
, completely removes frequencies above the
Nyquist limit, but has infinite extent and causes “ringing” in images, making it unsuitable for antialiasing in most cases. A smooth, positive filter with finite extent (e.g., a
truncated Gaussian) is preferable for efficiency and aesthetics.
There are two common methods for computing the antialiasing integral. Analytic
methods compute the integral directly from a continuous representation of . Point sampling methods, or supersampling, approximate the integral by sampling at multiple
points around and computing
as a weighted sum according to .
For three-dimensional scenes, is the two-dimensional solution to the visible surface problem. Computing a continuous representation of visible surfaces is non-trivial,
which has limited the use of analytic approaches despite efficient methods for computing the integral once visible surfaces are known.
Supersampling results in much simpler visible surface calculations, since visibility
need only be determined at independent points. However, supersampling has some negative traits. Since the sampling points are discrete, it is a discontinuous approximation
to the antialiasing integral. A small movement of an edge can cause a sample point to
change from inside to outside a polygon, resulting in a jump in pixel value. Also, small
features can be missed entirely by the sampling. Finally, regularly spaced samples result
in patterned aliases, which are easily detected by the human eye. Adaptive and stochastic sampling can alleviate discontinuous behavior and patterned aliases, respectively,
but lack a regular structure making them less amenable to efficient implementation.
In this paper we introduce line sampling, a new antialiasing method that combines
a continuous approximation to the antialiasing integral with a simple visible-surface
algorithm. Line sampling computes the antialiasing integral from the intersection of
and a line segment centered at and spanning the footprint of the filter , giving a
one-dimensional signal that is antialiased analytically according to . The underlying
assumption is that the one-dimensional signal along the line sample is representative
of the two-dimensional image near . This assumption is valid if the line sample
is oriented perpendicularly to nearby edges in . Unfortunately, determining such a
direction is impossible in some cases, and infeasible in general.
In practice, sampling slightly off the optimal direction gives acceptable results,
which leads us to taking multiple line samples per pixel and combining their results
based on local image features. With two perpendicular line samples, this approach
produces high quality antialiased images, comparable to those from analytic methods.
Line sampling’s analytic nature with regards to one-dimensional features gives it
smooth behavior when those features change slightly, as in animations. This yields
much more aesthetically pleasing results, preventing the “twinkling” effects that are
visible in animations generated with supersampling (unless a large number of samples
are used).
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1.1 Related Work
A tutorial on antialiasing is given by Foley in [12], and Joy [16] includes an excellent
review of antialiasing methods [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 17, 23, 26, 27]. More recent work
on analytic methods includes [10, 14, 19], all of which assume a precomputed solution
to the visible surface problem. Recent work on supersampling includes [20, 21, 22].
An interesting variation of particular relevance is given by Max in [18], which
presents a hybrid technique using data from a scanline renderer to antialias scenes, providing a method similar to analytic antialiasing in one direction and regular supersampling in the other. This is roughly equivalent to our method with a single line sample per
pixel and each line sample having the same orientation. He extends his method in the
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Fig. 1. The intersection of a triangle defined by the edge equations A, B, C and a line sample
centered at pixel P. The intersection can be computed as the segment along the line sample where
the edge equations are all positive, as shown in the graph.
and  are the angles of intersection
between the line sample and the edges A and B of the triangle.
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Fig. 2. Visible segment calculation. On the left, triangle T1 partially obscures triangle T2. On
the right, T1 and T2 intersect. The depth information is shown in the graphs.

same paper to use data from adjacent scanlines and the slopes of the edges intersected
by scanlines to infer a more accurate approximation of the image prior to filtering. An
extension of this method is described by Tanaka in [25] in which every polygon’s exact
coverage is determined by inserting a vertical scanline at each position where an active
edge is created, destroyed, or intersects a horizontal scanline. These vertical scanlines
are bounded by the two neighboring horizontal scanlines to reduce computational cost.
Even so, their method is 4-8 times slower than traditional scanline rendering. Guenter
[14] also uses one-dimensional samples, but takes them from a precomputed visible
surface solution and uses them to approximate the antialiasing integral via Gaussian
quadrature.
We extend Max’s work in [18] by using multiple sampling directions simultaneously, by considering independent sampling directions for each pixel, and by combining multiple samples per pixel. We do not use edge slopes in the approximation
of ,

though our method could be extended to do so. As will be shown ( 3.2), our method
produces high quality results with a cost of only about twice that of a scanline render.
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2 Line Sampling
Computing an approximation to the antialiasing integral at a pixel with line sampling
involves three steps: intersecting the line sample (a line segment in the image plane)
with polygons in the scene, calculating visible segments along the line sample, and
computing the filtered result. These calculations take place after the polygons in the
scene have been converted to triangles and transformed to screen space. A line sample can be oriented in any direction; we assume a horizontal sample for the following
discussion.

V2
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V1

Filter footprint
V1

V2
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_

=
1D visible segments 2D approximation of image

Fig. 3. Left: Extension of visible segments to two dimensions. The visible segments are
“stretched” perpendicularly to the line sample within the filter footprint. Right: Computing
and applying the one-dimensional summed-area table. The table stores the fraction of the filter covered as a perpendicular edge moves along the line sample. The filtered contribution of any
segment can be calculated as the difference of two values from the table.

The intersection of a line sample and a triangle can be calculated by finding the
segment of the line sample along which the signed distances to each edge of the triangle
are all positive; these distances can be computed via edge equations as in Pineda [24],
as shown in Figure 1. Since the edge equations are linear, they need only be evaluated
at the endpoints of the line sample3 . Intersections are calculated for each triangle and
buffered for the visibility calculation.
Given the multiple intersections for a line sample, the visible segments along the
line sample must be determined. Since depth is a linear function (see Blinn [2]), depth
at segment endpoints is sufficient to determine visibility. Segments on a line sample
can obscure or intersect each other as in Figure 2, and it is possible that a segment will
be split into separate segments by the visibility calculation.
After the visible segments along a line sample are known, the value for the corresponding pixel is computed as the sum of the filtered contribution of each visible
segment. Since the antialiasing filter is defined in two dimensions but the visible segments are one dimensional, the segments must be extended to two dimensions before
filtering. In effect, the line sample acts as a very thin “window” onto the image from
which we must guess the rest of within the footprint of . Limited to one-dimensional
information, we must assume that changes only in that dimension, and is static in the
other dimension. This is equivalent to “stretching” the visible segments perpendicularly
to the line sample as shown in Figure 3.
Rather than computing a two-dimensional approximation of and then filtering, it
is possible to compute the filtered result directly from the visible segments. As shown
in Figure 3, the contribution of each visible segment can be calculated using a onedimensional summed-area table computed from a reparameterization of the antialiasing
integral along the line sample.
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3 Multiple Line Samples
To properly antialias an image with a single line sample per pixel requires that each
line sample be oriented perpendicularly to any nearby edges. This is impossible near
corners, and difficult even in simpler cases. Within these limitations, one possible antialiasing method is to render the image without antialiasing and postprocess it with
an edge detector to yield approximate edge orientations, similar to the technique used
by Bloomenthal [3]. Given these edge orientations, an antialiased image can then be
3 Analogous

to [24], a tiebreaker rule must be used when a line sample is collinear with a triangle edge.

rendered with line sampling. However, aliases in the non-antialiased pass can cause
the wrong orientation to be chosen for the line samples, leading to aliasing in the final
image. Another method to determine edge orientations, given by Fujimoto in [13], is to
project all edges regardless of visibility to the screen. The projected edges could then
be used to orient line samples for rendering. However, this can result in obscured edges
affecting the orientation of line samples, again leading to aliasing.
Rather than attempting to antialias using a single line sample, we extend line sampling to use multiple line samples at each pixel. To determine the number of line samples necessary per pixel, we consider how close to optimal the orientation of a line
sample needs to be to still give acceptable results. We have found that near an edge,
line sample orientations within 45  of optimal are adequate ( 4.1). Therefore, with two
perpendicular line samples per pixel, one of the line samples will produce a value suitable for an antialiased image. Thus, we use two line samples, oriented
horizontally and

vertically; this simplifies implementation and improves efficiency ( 3.2).
3.1 Combining Multiple Line Samples
Given two perpendicular line samples at a pixel, some method must be devised to combine their values. Simple averaging of the two values is unacceptable, equivalent in the
worst case to averaging an antialiased image with a non-antialiased one. Some method
is needed for weighting the two line samples based on how close one or the other’s orientation is to optimal. We compute these weights from the edges that the line samples
intersect.
For a line sample that intersects an edge, the accuracy of the antialiasing by that
sample depends on the relative orientation of the line sample and the edge, with greater
accuracy achieved the closer they are to perpendicular. We use    as a weight that
follows this behavior, with the angle between the line sample and the edge, as shown
in Figure 1. The relative weights of the two line samples at a pixel are computed as
the sum of    for every intersection of an edge with either line sample at that pixel.
Using    rather than   normalizes the total weight from a single intersection.
Once we have relative weights for the two line samples, a blending function is used
to combine their values. Early experiments showed that simply choosing the value
with the higher weight gave good results, but in some cases such a discontinuous blend
causes temporal aliasing. Instead, we perform cubic blending4 of the values from the
line samples according to their relative weights, which gives a smooth approximation
of the step function.
Obscured, Created, and Shared Edges. Properly weighting line samples based on
edges present in the image requires the determination of whether an edge from the scene
data is visible in the image or not. As in Figure 2, some edges might be obscured, or
two objects that intersect might create a new edge. Finally, some edges might be shared
between adjacent triangles in an object, and should contribute to the weights according
to the change in color across the shared edge.
Obscured edges and edges created by intersections are handled as follows. For each
triangle that a line sample intersects, the orientation of edges crossed by the line sample
(e.g., A and B in Figure 1) and the triangle’s surface normal are stored. During the
visibility calculation, obscured edges are culled by depth comparison. When segments
intersect, the orientation of the created edge is calculated from the cross product of the
surface normals of the corresponding triangles.
4 The cubic blend of values (  ,  ) according to the weights (  ,  ) is defined as  
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Fig. 4. Plots of line sampling of single edges, oriented at 3465 , 768:9 ;5 , and <:;5 relative to one of
the line samples. Plots are of pixel value versus distance from the edge to the pixel center, as
shown on the right. Two line samples, oriented horizontally and vertically, were used to generate
the data for the plots. Because of symmetry, the plots do not depend on which line sample the
orientations are measured from.

Detecting shared edges is trivially accomplished by comparing segment endpoints.
Determining how much a shared edge should contribute to the weighting calculation
requires a heuristic based on the change in color across the edge. We do not explore
such a heuristic in this paper, noting that other antialiasing methods such as proper
texture filtering are more relevant in these cases.
3.2 Computing Visible Segments Along Scanlines
When using two line samples per pixel, oriented horizontally and vertically, the horizontal line samples are all subsegments of the horizontal scanlines running through
those pixels. Likewise, the vertical line samples are subsegments of “vertical scanlines.” It is possible to compute visible segments along entire scanlines at a time, as in
a standard scanline renderer, and then extract the visible segments for individual pixels.
Such an implementation of line sampling is equivalent to generating two images via
scanline techniques, with the weights of the two line samples being used to perform
a per-pixel blend of the two images. Each of the two images is antialiased well in
one direction and poorly in the other, and the weights indicate which image is better
antialiased at a particular pixel.
With such an implementation, the computational cost of line sampling is not much
more than twice the cost of a scanline renderer, and the storage required is proportional
to the size of the image being rendered (not including short-term storage for the scanline
visibility calculation). After taking into account transformations, shading, and other
calculations independent of the antialiasing method, line sampling becomes a viable
alternative for achieving high quality antialiasing without a large increase in cost.

4 Results
4.1 Error Analysis for Single Edges
Figure 4 shows the behavior of line sampling applied to a single edge for different
edge orientations. Each plot shows the pixel value computed for varying distances from
the edge to the pixel center. Two line samples, oriented horizontally and vertically,
were used to generate the plots, with a Gaussian filter =?> @ + (truncated at A CB and
normalized), and cubic blending used to combine the values of the two line samples.
F,G For edges
G oriented at D?E  , line sampling is equivalent to analytic antialiasing. For
 and HJILK  edges, the
F,G maximum errors compared to the analytic result are 0.09 and
0.03, respectively. The  orientation is the worst case for a single edge.
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When antialiasingF,G a  edge, the result isG equivalent to the analytic solution for
a filter with A M 
 ( NME.K O,B )5. In the
G HJILK  case, the computed value is a blend
G
between
two
filters,
one
with
A
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K
 ( NPE.K R?D ) and the other with A P SIJO,K 
F
( NTE.K H ). Cubic blending ensures that the wider filter dominates.
It is also important to notice the smooth behavior of line sampling in all cases as the
distance to the edge changes. This prevents temporal artifacts as edges move slightly in
animations.
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4.2 Images
Figures 5 and 6 compare different antialiasing methods. Figure 5 is a scene comprised
of thin triangles scaled and rotated around a single point; Figure 6 is a triangle comb,
where each triangle is 1.01 pixels wide at the base and 100 pixels high. Each figure
shows four images, two from stochastic sampling (256 or 16 point samples per pixel,
shared during filtering), one from line sampling, and one without antialiasing (regular
sampling, one sample per pixel). Supersampling with 256 samples is indistinguishable
from the analytic solution for these images.
The stochastic sampling and line sampling images were generated with a Gaussian
filter (truncated at A UB and normalized). Two line samples, oriented horizontally and
vertically, were used to render the line sampling images, with cubic blending used to
combine the values of the two line samples.
The 256-supersampled and line sampling images compare quite favorably. The
Moiré artifacts in the line sampling
image in Figure 5 are slightly more pronounced
F,G
;
this
is due to the effectively narrower filter in those
near edges
oriented
at
about


areas ( 4.1).
Stochastic noise is quite noticeable in the 16-supersampled images in areas with
high frequencies. When animated, these areas “twinkle” distractingly, due to the high
frequency content of the closely-spaced parallel edges. Line sampling performs almost
as well as analytic antialiasing in those areas, and the same animations generated with
line sampling do not suffer from such temporal artifacts.

{ì

4.3 Failure Cases
There are some cases where line sampling can fail, primarily because it is unable to
properly antialias areas with high-frequency content in multiple near-orthogonal directions. For example, a D?EJ axis-aligned corner can protrude into a pixel without intersecting either line sample. A slight change in its position can cause it to cover both
line samples halfway, resulting in a jump in pixel value. Other cases such as sub-pixel
polygons and endpoints on thin rectangular polygons are not properly antialiased by
line sampling.
Line sampling can also fail due to interactions of patterned scenes with the pattern
of
line
samples. For example, a geometric (rather than textured) checkerboard tilted at
F,G
 in screen space could appear all white if the line samples and checkerboard squares
were to line up perfectly.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Line sampling provides high quality antialiasing of polygonal scenes without a large
increase in the computational cost of rendering. It provides near-analytic antialiasing
5 A single line sample interacts with an edge as if the line sample were perpendicular to the edge, but
scaled by VXW YZ , where Z is the angle between the edge and the line sample.

on one-dimensional features, and prevents most of the distracting “twinkling” artifacts
that occur in animations generated with stochastic sampling. Because one-dimensional
features are visually important, line sampling’s emphasis on properly antialiasing such
features is justified.
In the future, we plan to explore using more line samples at each pixel to improve line sampling’s robustness. Some of the failure cases might also be prevented
by stochastic line sampling, in which the orientations of line samples are chosen randomly for each pixel. We would also like to investigate the natural extension of line
sampling to motion blur. Finally, we note that line sampling’s per-pixel memory requirements could be unbounded, similar to Carpenter’s A-buffer [4]. Recent work by
Jouppi [15] on a simplified A-buffer with fixed per-pixel memory leads us to believe
that analogous methods might be applied to line sampling.

Fig. 5. Clockwise from upper left: stochastic sampling (256 samples/pixel), line sampling, regular sampling (1 sample/pixel), stochastic sampling (16 samples/pixel).

Fig. 6. Left to right: stochastic sampling (256 samples/pixel), line sampling, stochastic sampling
(16 samples/pixel), regular sampling (1 sample/pixel). In the rightmost image, the thin vertical
triangles of the comb break up completely and alias as large triangles.
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